
Fourteen new dimensional magnetic nail lacquers in 2 formulas. 
Spacetime Slicks: optional magnetics with a dimensional fi nish. 
Chroma Slicks: intentional magnetics with a more crisp fi nish, 
can also be worn unmagnetized. 

While there are several techniques to magnetizing polish, 
below you’ll fi nd the method what works for us. There can be a 
learning curve, but we promise the end result will be worth it. 
Relax, and enjoy the process.

Shake bottle well to ensure the magnetic pigment is evenly distributed.

Apply polish to all nails to reach near full opacity. We recommend 1-2 coats 
depending on nail length/application. Allow for a little dry time between 
coats.

Complete this next step one nail at a time. Apply an additional, generous 
coat of polish, then immediately hold the magnet a couple millimeters 
over the nail for 60+ seconds. Alternatively, if the magnet surface is wide 
enough, rest your fi ngertip on it and paint nail as per usual, holding fi nger 
still for 60+ seconds. 

As the polish dries, it will lock in the magnetic e� ect. The shorter the time 
magnetized, the less crisp the e� ect will be once the polish is fully cured. 
The magnetic pigment disperses away from the pattern when the magnet 
is removed without enough dry time. This is why it’s important to hold it 
for a substantial amount of time.

After all nails are done, continue working one nail at a time to apply 
topcoat. Magnetize the nail for another 60+ seconds while the topcoat 
dries, as it will “re-liquify” the magnetic component, allowing the pigment 
to disperse a little more. We suggest using a quick dry topcoat as this sets 
the pigment faster.

TIP - Make sure you are holding the same magnetic pattern over the same 
orientation as before. 

Once everything is done and dried – check out your gorgeous manicure!

Check out our 
Magnetic Nail 
Polish Tutorial 
video over on 

YouTube!


